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Installation Instructions for

Fusion Jack 2.75" Flush Canopy 1.1CK001I-FJ2-_

980FSJ2C

Fusion Jack™
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Install the 2.75" Canopy

GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION:

This product is suitable for dry locations only.

Model numbers ending in “-LED” or “-LED277” can be dimmed

with a low-voltage electronic dimmer, have a rated maximum output

of 60 watts, and are compatible with LED elements.

All other model numbers can be dimmed with a standard

incandescent dimmer, have a rated maximum output of 75 watts,

and are not compatible with LED elements.

Disconnect power to the electrical box.

Connect the green transformer wire to a suitable ground

according to local electrical codes.

Connect the white transformer wire to the neutral power line

wire with a wire nut.

Connect the black transformer wire to the hot power line

wire with a wire nut.

Place the transformer inside the electrical box.

NOTE: The 2” electrical box must be installed prior to

these steps. Refer to the instruction sheet provided with

the electrical box.
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Connect each canopy wire to a low voltage wire with a wire nut.

Place all wire and wire nut connections properly inside the

electrical box.
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2” ELECTRICAL BOX
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Mount the canopy to the electrical box with the two #8-32

screws using the provided 3/32 Allen wrench.
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FUSION JACK PORT

FUSION JACK

Screw the Fusion Jack into the Fusion Jack port.

Turn the power on.10
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SAVETHESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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